June 21, 2018

RECTORSEAL
MELISSA SCHOPENBERG
2601 SPENWICK DRIVE
HOUSTON TX 77055-1035

Re: Description: FITTINGS, TEST COUPLINGS, DWV
Manufacturer: RECTORSEAL
Product Name: (trans id 3120411) HUBSETT TEST COUPLING
Model Number(s): HUBSETT TEST COUPLING: ABS (HORIZONTAL) 3", 4"; PVC (HORIZONTAL) 3", 4"; ABS (VERTICAL) 3", 4"; PVC (VERTICAL) 3", 4"; ABS (PIPE ONLY) 3", 4"; and PVC (PIPE ONLY) 3", 4" AND 4" PVC HUB X SPIGOT (HORIZONTAL)
Product File No: 20180171

The specifications and/or plans for this plumbing product have been reviewed and determined to be in compliance with chapters SPS 382 through 384, Wisconsin Administrative Code, and Chapters 145 and 160, Wisconsin Statutes.

The Department hereby issues an alternate approval to s. SPS 382.30 (9) (c) 2. based on the Wisconsin Statutes and the Wisconsin Administrative Code. This approval is valid until the end of June 2023.

This approval supersedes the approval issued on September 12, 2013 under product file number 20130268.

The department is in no way endorsing this product or any advertising and is not responsible for any situation which may result from its use.

Sincerely,

Glen W. Schlueter
Plumbing Product Reviewer
Department of Safety and Professional Services
Division of Industry Services
Bureau of Technical Services
(608) 267-1401 Phone
(608) 267-9723 Fax
glen.schlueter@wi.gov E-mail